Premium Japanese Whisky Flight
Ichiro’s Malt and Grain
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Ichiro’s malt blended with Scotch, Irish, Canadian, and American Whiskey
Notes: Popcorn, Toffee, Meyer Lemon, Gingerbread, Black Pepper
Region: Kanto

In Ichiro’s words, “An all world whisky”- the key malt is Ichiro’s Malt with his selection of Scotch, Irish, Canadian and
American Whiskey aged in country 3-5 years and aged onsite in Chichibu an additional 1-3 years.
Tasting Notes: Nose of apricot, popcorn toffee, vanilla cream, meyer lemon zest. Palate- light texture notes of toffee
roasted chestnut gingerbread, vanilla and black pepper. The finish is medium-long with honey and black pepper.

Iwai Komogatake: Shinanotanpopo *NEW
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#3 of “Nature of Shinshu” Single Malt named for the spring time dandelions
Notes: Floral, Caramel, Vanilla, Mint Finish
Region: Nagano

The third release in the nature of Shinshu range is the Shinanotanpopo single malt Japanese Whisky, made by combining
a well-aged whisky from their warehouses with a much younger whisky. “Shinanotanpop” translates to ‘dendelion
flower’
Tasting Note: Summer berry tart with a scoop of vanilla ice cream. Palate of floral malt starts to take control on the
palate, though sweetness of blueberries and caramel continues to hold its ground

Mars- The Lucky Cat * NEW
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Series of blended whisky – Bourbon Barrel, Virgin Oak, Cognac Cask
Notes: Honey, Vanilla, Woody Palate, Mint Finish
Region: Nagano

The Lucky Cat is a series of blended whisky inspired by the owner’s unique cats. The 3rd release, Mint, is inspired by a
gallant and clever cat, “Mint”. The whisky is mostly matured in Bourbon barrel but also virgin oak and cognac cask,
under the cool fresh air between Nothern and Central Alps.

New to Menu:
Akashi Single Malt- Pinot Noir Cask (Rare Release)

*NEW
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#2 Release of ‘Sommelier Series’ – Finished in Pinot Noir Wine Cask
Notes: Malt, Red Fruit, Floral, Baking Spice, Leather
Region: Kansai

Tasting Notes: This is the second release from the Tokiawa Imports Sommerlier Series. Two Pinot Noir casks from a
renowned winery in Lompoc, California, were sourced and curated by Master Sommerlier Kenneth Fredrickson. Four
year old single malt initially aged in ex-Bourbon barrels spent an additional 18 months in these Pinot Noir casks resulting
in production of 500 bottles of this rare release.

Ichiro’s – Malt & Grain

Iwai- Komagatake Shinanotanpopo

Mars – The Lucky Cat, Mint

Prefecture:
Grain:
Blended Malt
Distillery: Eigashima
License Issued: 1919
Notes: Sea Air, Peat, Yellow Apple

Prefecture: Nagano
Grain:
Blended Malt
Distillery: Mars Shinshu
License Issued: 1949
Notes: Ripe Cherry, Toffee, Ginger Spice

Prefecture: Miyagi
Grain:
Single Grain
Distillery: Miyagiko
License Issued: 1934
Notes: Melon, Corn Notes, Herbal Spice

Located next to Kobe Bay, Eigashima is
the closest whisky distillery to the Japan
Sea who’s ocean laden air is reflected in
the saline purity of this whisky. Eigashima
was founded in 1888 and received their
whisky license in 1919 making them the
first Japanese whisky distiller. This whisky
is light and playful with a touch of peat
that doesn’t overpower the orchard fruit
and delicate sea air notes.

Sandwiched between Japan’s Southern
and Central alps, Mars Shinshu is the
highest whisky distillery at 2,400ft. They
chose this location for its idyllic cool
temperatures that help slow maturation
as well as for the soft, granite filtered
snowmelt aquifers leading to smooth,
elegant, and complex whiskys. The toffee
and ginger play off of each other to create
a very round, balanced whisky.

Recognized as the “Father of Japanese
Whisky”, Nikka founder Masataka
Taketsuru shaped history by following the
purest of Scottish distillation traditions.
The Coffee Still is the world’s fist patented
continuous still, invented in 1830.
Masataka Taketsuru valued this variation
of still to retain texture, flavors & aromas
better than all others.

The Lucky Cat - Mint

Iwai- Tradition

Nikka Whisky - Coffee Grain

Prefecture: Nagano
Grain:
Blended Malt
Distillery: Mars Shinshu
License Issued: 1949
Notes:

Prefecture: Nagano
Grain:
Blended Malt
Distillery: Mars Shinshu
License Issued: 1949
Notes: Ripe Cherry, Toffee, Ginger Spice

Prefecture: Miyagi
Grain:
Single Grain
Distillery: Miyagiko
License Issued: 1934
Notes: Melon, Corn Notes, Herbal Spice

Sandwiched between Japan’s Southern
and Central alps, Mars Shinshu is the
highest whisky distillery at 2,400ft. The
Lucky Cat is a series of blended whisky
inspired by the owner’s unique cats. The
whisky is mostly matured in Bourbon
barrel, virgin oak & cognac cask. The
result of the blend is a sweet aroma of
honey & vanilla, woody palate & a lasting
mint fresh finish.

Sandwiched between Japan’s Southern
and Central alps, Mars Shinshu is the
highest whisky distillery at 2,400ft. They
chose this location for its idyllic cool
temperatures that help slow maturation
as well as for the soft, granite filtered
snowmelt aquifers leading to smooth,
elegant, and complex whiskys. The toffee
and ginger play off of each other to create
a very round, balanced whisky.

Recognized as the “Father of Japanese
Whisky”, Nikka founder Masataka
Taketsuru shaped history by following the
purest of Scottish distillation traditions.
The Coffee Still is the world’s fist patented
continuous still, invented in 1830.
Masataka Taketsuru valued this variation
of still to retain texture, flavors & aromas
better than all others.

